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DISPLAY BOARDS TO HIRE
Printworks has a stock of tough durable display boards for local hire. The boards are
15mm or 18mm MDF, matt white painted both sides and very suitable for taking
screws, nails and other fixings for hanging prints and paintings or displaying other
art work. Board sizes are 4 foot wide (1220mm) and either 7 foot (2134mm) or 8 foot
(2440mm) high depending on your ceiling height requirements.
Boards can be arranged in various configurations: zigzags, right angles, alcoves or
boxes depending on your display plans. As long as every other board is at a reasonable
angle these configurations are generally very stable and no additional bases or
supports are necessary. If you need a long flat run of several boards then we can
advise about the best way to make these stable. We can generally make a visit to your
proposed venue to help you plan what you need.
We supply sufficient clamps for any configuration: generally two clamps for your first
pair of boards and then a pair of clamps for every additional board. We don’t charge
extra for clamps, they are included in the board hire charge, but we do expect you to pay
for any clamps that get lost or damaged. Replacements are charged at cost (£14 each).
We also supply you with suitable 5mm hex drivers (and instruction sheet) for you
to set up your display securely. Boards are strong but quite heavy so we recommend
that two people are needed to get the first couple of boards up and securely fixed
together. After that it’s fairly easy to fix on additional boards. Let us know if you need a
hand unloading or setting up your displays. We may need to charge for a bit of time to
do this. Rates for setup time are negotiable but generally we charge £20 per hour.

HIRE RATES

Our hire rate for boards plus clamps over a long weekend (Friday am to Monday
before 10:30 am) is £7 per board. Hire per full week is £10 per board and then pro rata
for more weeks. These are the rates if you collect and return boards using your own
transport. We can also arrange transport to deliver and collect. This should be agreed
at least three working days before delivery and may incur mileage depending on
location. Generally it costs about £15-£20 per delivery or collection (up to 15 boards)
within the Wivenhoe area. We are in discussion with some other local groups about
alternative ways to provide cheap or free delivery.

PS We ask hirers not
to use sticky fixers or
glues on boards as these
are difficult to remove
afterwards.

Please contact us if you need advice or further information:

sales@wivenhoeprint.works

mobile: 07757305327
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